MEET THE HEROES 2020
**West**

**JACKIE TAN**
Maker Lab Teacher
South Lake Tahoe, California

**TZVI HAMETZ**
Director of Innovation and Creativity
Los Angeles, California

**VANNESSE A FOWLER**
Teacher
La Puente, California

**ROSE FREEMAN**
5th Grade Teacher
Tigard, Oregon

**RYAN HOXIE**
Innovation Strategist
Beaverton, Oregon

**CHRISTY RUFFIN**
Computer Science Teacher
Hot Springs, Arizona

**COLE DAMON**
Math Teacher
Littleton, Colorado

**JAMIE NESBITT**
Media Specialist/Robotics Coach
Erie, Colorado

**CHRIS SCHMITZ**
Computer Technology Teacher
Erie, Colorado

**TAMARA ARAGON**
Digital Learning Coach
Los Lunas, New Mexico
Mid-West

**KIMBERLY LANE CLARK**  
Director of Blended Learning and CS  
Lancaster, Texas

**KIMMY HERBEL**  
Children's Librarian  
Enid, Oklahoma

**ASPEN MEINEKE**  
STEM Project Coordinator  
San Antonio, Texas

**BRENDAN KELLY**  
Innovation Coach  
West Allis, Wisconsin

**JODI BURLING**  
District Technology Integration Specialist  
Princeton, Minnesota

**ANDY WALL**  
Innovation Teacher  
Saint Charles, Missouri

**ASHLEY QUICK**  
Innovation Teacher  
Saint Charles, Missouri

**LAUREN FREEMAN**  
GT Campus Coordinator and Teacher  
Houston, Texas

**ANDY WALL**  
STEM Project Coordinator  
San Antonio, Texas

**ASPEN MEINEKE**  
GT Campus Coordinator and Teacher  
Houston, Texas
East

LAUREN WYSOCKE
Technology Teacher
Wilmette, Illinois

HANNAH PALS
Teacher
Shirland, Illinois

GARRETT GROSS
Computer Lit. Teacher & Technology Coordinator
Riverside, Illinois

JOSH STUMPENHORST
Learning Commons Director
Naperville, Illinois

SARAH WEISMAN
STEAM Lab Teacher
Chicago, Illinois

TODD DOERPINGHAUS
Learning Resource Teacher
Hoffman Estates, Illinois

KARYN LISOWSKI
Special Ed / Coding Teacher
LaGrange, Illinois

ALAN LIMKE
K-5 STEM, Coding & Design
West Milton, Ohio

JAIME CHANTER
STEM Teacher
Lakewood, Ohio

AIMEE ASHCRAFT
Gifted Intervention Specialist and Coordinator
Huber Heights, Ohio
North East

JEFFREY PATRICK
Integration Teacher
Heidelberg, Pennsylvania

JAMES EWING
STEM Educator
The Bronx, New York

SEAN ARNOLD
STEM Coach
New York, New York

NICHOLAS PALCZAK
Physics Teacher
Boonville, New York

RICHARD PERRY
English Teacher
Merrick, New York

PAIGE BESTHOFF
Digital Tech and Gifted & Talented Teacher
Spotswood, New Jersey

JESSICA WILLIAMS
Technology Integration Specialist
Manchester, Connecticut

ERIC WALTERS
Director of STEM Education
New York, New York

RYAN ORILLIO
Technology Coordinator
Herkimer, New York

LAURIE GUYON
Assistant Coordinator for Model Schools
Saratoga Springs, New York

JULIE WILLCOTT
Independent Educator
Exeter, Maine

JEFFREY PATRICK
Integration Teacher
Heidelberg, Pennsylvania

JAMES EWING
STEM Educator
The Bronx, New York

SEAN ARNOLD
STEM Coach
New York, New York

NICHOLAS PALCZAK
Physics Teacher
Boonville, New York

RICHARD PERRY
English Teacher
Merrick, New York

PAIGE BESTHOFF
Digital Tech and Gifted & Talented Teacher
Spotswood, New Jersey

JESSICA WILLIAMS
Technology Integration Specialist
Manchester, Connecticut

ERIC WALTERS
Director of STEM Education
New York, New York

RYAN ORILLIO
Technology Coordinator
Herkimer, New York

LAURIE GUYON
Assistant Coordinator for Model Schools
Saratoga Springs, New York

JULIE WILLCOTT
Independent Educator
Exeter, Maine
EMIL GETSCHKO
Educator and Director
São Paulo, Brazil

PEDRO LOBO
Teacher
São Luís, Brazil

MARK LABUDA
Elementary Classroom Teacher
Ontario, Canada

HEATHER RENTZ
Innovation Coach
Alberta, Canada

MEGAN LOWE
Grade 3/4 Teacher
Ontario, Canada

ERIC MENDES
French Immersion STEM Inspired Teacher
Ontario, Canada

BRYAN OUELLETTE
Subject Coordinator Numeracy & Science
New Brunswick, Canada

ZAKIYYAH NANJI
Year 6 Teacher and Coding Lead
Lancashire, United Kingdom

AARON WINSTANLEY
Design and Technology Lead
West Lancashire, United Kingdom

STEVE BUNCE
Education Professional Development Specialist
England, United Kingdom
International

HARRY EARNshaw
Computing Coordinator
Cheshire, United Kingdom

MATT WARNE
Head of Computing and IT
West Midlands, United Kingdom

MICHAEL O’KANE
Principal/Headteacher
Swatragh, Ireland

MARTIN WILLIS
Head of eLearning and Digital Strategy
Edinburgh, Scotland

ALESSANDRO SUIZZO
Teacher / Head assistant
Paternò, Italy

MONICA SANDRI
Teacher
Rome, Italy

SERENA ZANOTTI
Teacher
Rome, Italy

CHARLOTTE BILLOT
EdTech Teacher and Coding Club Creator
Haute Garonne Occitanie, France

BRADLEY DAVIES
Year 2 Teacher and Head of EdTech
Hannover, Germany

INGVI HRANNAR ÓMARSSON
Chief Innovation Officer
Hoffman Estates, Iceland
International

CLAUDE KABBANI
Head of Computing and Digital Literacy
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

ELLA SUORTTI
Coding Teacher
Saudi Arabia

SHAHAR AMI MIZRAHI
Director of ICT & R&D
Holon, Israel

AVIAD BENJAMIN
Chief Innovation Officer
Holon, Israel

PETER ABT
Digital Technology Teacher/ Coach
Queensland, Australia

BELINDA PIGGOTT
Teacher Upper Primary
Queensland, Australia

WAYNE SCHULTZ
Physical Education and Sport Instructor
Roxburgh Park, Australia

MARCUS PANNOZZO
Physical Education Teacher
Dallas, Australia

BEV BABBAGE
ICT Teacher Trainer
New South Wales, Australia

ADAM KING
P-12 Instructional Designer
Queensland, Australia
**International**

**KATRINA LAURIE**
Lead Facilitator
Wellington, New Zealand

**MICHAEL CAFUTA**
Head of English Department
Aichi, Japan

**MIKA TANAKA**
Teacher
Kobe, Japan

**SUBASH CHANDAR K**
Curriculum Leader of Mathematics & Statistics
Auckland, New Zealand

**DOI TOSHIHIRO**
CEO of “do it Corp.”
Hayami-Gun, Japan